
To bypass these tariffs, Europeans tried to find other routes 
to China. The Spanish went west and discovered the New 
World, however only the Portuguese found a route to China. 
Meanwhile, a group of New World colonies broke free from their 
British overlords. This nation was luckily on fertile land, with 
easily navigable rivers for transporting goods, and the means 
to produce with an ever–growing population. They began to 
aggressively sell their products to the rest of the world. In the 
beginning of the 19th century, the Qing Dynasty suffered an 
embarrassing loss in the Opium Wars and, with their tributaries 
colonised by Europeans, China became increasingly less 
important. In 1900, after losing borderlands to foreign empires,  
the Chinese began a revolution that resulted in the fall of the 
Qing Dynasty. This began the 百年國恥 (bǎinián guóchǐ), the 
“Century of Humiliation”. 

Pax Americana: 百年國恥

After much internal fighting, the People’s Republic of China 
(PRC) emerged under Mao Tse–Tung. The PRC’s rival, the 
Republic of China, fled to the island of Taiwan where they 
remain. On April 26, 1956, the Ideal X set sail[1] from Newark, NJ, 
carrying the world’s first standardised shipping containers. This 
revolutionised trade and shipping and this date is regarded as 
the start of today’s economic era. Meanwhile, China was isolated 
and experiencing a famine that resulted in millions dead. From 
Mao Tse–Tung’s death in 1976 until 2012, China’s leaders like Deng 
Xiaoping and Hu Jintao ended the famine and modernised the 
country. Because of China’s massive population, many foreign 
companies began to manufacture their products there. In 2012, 
Xi Jinping was inaugurated leader of the PRC. Since then, China 
has been highly politically active. For example, Pakistan took 
a large loan from China and when unable to pay it back, China 
asked for lease of a natural harbour called Gwadar where they 
are now building a deepwater port[2]. The same happened to Sri 
Lanka, where the Hambantota Port is now being built exclusively 
for Chinese use. In Europe, Chinese state–owned enterprises 
have been buying companies such as pesticide giant Syngenta 
for $46.3B[3]. China has also been negotiating the ever–
expanding Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) economic deal,  
a modern silk road[4] including its main asset the China–Pakistan 
Economic Corridor (CPEC)[5], and numerous naval ports such as 
Djibouti Port, under Chinese use since 2017[6].

The world In lockdown

With the discovery of a Novel Coronavirus similar to the SARS 
virus of 2003, China began to shut down their country. By  
30 January, 2020, there were 7,000 confirmed and 44,000 
possible cases in China[7]. Throughout the next month, the 
number of cases in European countries like Italy skyrocketed and 
by 27 March the US surpassed both Italy and China with 82,404 
cases[8]. During this time construction on Gwadar Port continued 
with little–to–no problems[9] and ships, while less frequent, did 
pass through the port[10]; however most CPEC and BRI projects 
halted construction[11]. At the start of April, Chinese markets 
began to reopen and later that month the number of active 

cases in China dropped below 1,000 and steadily decreased to 
~250[12]. This meant that China could reopen up to the global 
trade market and, with the US unable to ship or sell overseas, 
small countries in need of products looked towards China. 
Later in July, more European countries were able to slowly lift 
lockdown restrictions and before long much of Europe was back 
up and running[13]. This said, the US was still in lockdown with 
rising cases. At the time of writing, the US has over 2.74 million 
active cases.

The decline of the West

Also looming is the US presidential election. The outcome of 
the upcoming election is heavily debated, however one scenario 
seems plausible. In this scenario, Election Day comes and all 
votes, save for mail–in votes, arrive; and these votes show that 
Trump has won. However, a large portion of Democratic voters 
choose mail–in voting (arriving 10 November) to be COVID–
safer and, once counted, these votes put Biden ahead of Trump; 
therefore Biden legally wins the election. Trump disagrees with 
the outcome, as he already believes that mail–in voting is invalid. 
This could potentially result in civil unrest such as riots, and 
would distract the US from world geopolitics. During this, China 
may seize the opportunity to invade Taiwan with aircraft carriers 
they have been secretly building[14] and a perfected island–
invasion strategy[15], and the US would be unable to retaliate, 
being focused on quelling internal riots. This would all stem 
from Democrats favouring mail–in voting for COVID–safety, as 
opposed to Republicans. Once Taiwan has been acquired, and 
with the recently obtained Spratly and Paracel Islands, China will 
secure its position as the dominant power in Asia. With the US 
incapacitated with both a virus and riots more companies will 
manufacture in and trade with China, and as shown in the first 
paragraph, China will utilise its enormous population to produce, 
fight, and trade.

The rise of the East: Neocolonialism

The decades following COVID–19 may begin a new era of 
trade, the events as influential as even Ideal X’s maiden voyage. 
COVID–19’s impact on the US has meant that their participation 
in global events is limited, giving China the opportunity to 
economically ‘snatch up’ US trade allies. This scenario certainly 
seems feasible and, if accurate, means that today is a turning 
point for global trade. In modern times, colonies don’t seem to 
exist, but they do. Instead of traditional colonies, geopolitical 
giants influence smaller nations. This is known as Neocolonialism. 
The current political situation sounds similar to this essay’s 
first two paragraphs, except the roles are reversed. US trade 
partners in Europe, Africa, and Southeast Asia are increasingly 
coming under the influence of China, and the US is becoming 
increasingly less important. However, it cannot be stressed 
enough that this essay doesn’t aim to predict the future, nor 
attempt to impose personal beliefs or values, and is simply one 
scenario out of many.

Sebastian Saltos Palmer 

Throughout history, most nations preferred economic systems that don’t include trade 
with competing nations and favour inter–colonial trade, to avoid giving competitors an 
advantage. For centuries, this is how Afro–Eurasia’s many economies functioned. The 
main exception to this was China, a highly populated country which meant that they 
could produce faster and more cheaply. This made China the nation that everyone was 
buying from. In the 1400s, the arabic Abbasid Caliphate began to put tariffs on the 
goods being transported from China to Europe.
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